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Abstract: The set of renormalisation group equations to two-loop order for general su-
persymmetric theories broken by soft and supersoft operators is completed. As an example,
the explicit expressions for the RGEs in a Dirac gaugino extension of the (N)MSSM are
presented.
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1 Introduction
Models with Dirac gaugino masses are attractive for a number of reasons. From a top-
down model-building perspective, this is because they preserve R-symmetry, and so allow
for simple supersymmetry-breaking sectors. This has attracted much interest in the liter-
ature [1–31]. On the other hand, if gauginos are found at the LHC, it must be determined
whether they are of Majorana or Dirac type [27, 32–35]. Moreover, with the current re-
sults from the LHC, Dirac mass terms allow the preservation of naturalness by having lower
bounds on the gluino and squark masses in the Majorana case (they are “super-safe” [29]);
by increasing the Higgs mass due to additional couplings [4, 5, 8, 21]; and because they do






Particularly out of a desire to study the naturalness and Higgs sectors of such theories,
it is important to know the renormalisation group equations (RGEs) for them. The purpose
of this paper is to complete the set of RGEs to two-loop order.










Aijkφiφjφk + h.c. (1.1)
where the φi are the scalars of chiral multiplets Φi = φi+
√
2(θψi)+ . . . and φ
i ≡ (φi)∗; λA
are gauginos. The above includes Majorana gaugino masses M . However, Dirac gaugino
masses fall under the category of “non-standard” soft terms:




k + h.c. (1.2)
General choices of these terms will lead to quadratic divergences in singlet tadpoles, and
this has often led to the terms being neglected or only included in theories without singlets.
However, to give a Dirac mass to the Bino, a singlet superfield must be included, so it is
necessary to worry about this issue. On the other hand, when supersymmetry is sponta-
neously broken, the expectation is that no quadratic divergences should be generated, and









2miAD φiDA + h.c., (1.3)
where DA is the D-term of the gauge group to which the adjoint couples with adjoint
index ‘A’. They lead to a particular structure of non-standard soft terms such that the
quadratic divergences exactly cancel. These interestingly augment supersymmetric trilinear























where (tA)ij are the generators of the gauge group. Of course, the supersymmetric terms
do not generate quadratic divergences — these are cancelled by fermion loops — and only
receive wavefunction renormalisation. The would-be quadratic divergences from the non-
supersymmetric, supersoft, piece are not cancelled by fermion loops but instead vanish
when they are all summed.
If there is a Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) term ξY (where Y denotes a U(1) index) then a
contribution to the tadpole is generated of
∆ta =
√






Typically, however, any FI term generated can be absorbed into the soft masses; this
equation shows that in the presence of Dirac gaugino mass terms it should also be absorbed
into a shift of the tadpole. Interestingly, there is also a supersymmetric term that emulates
a tadpole equal to L ⊃ −µijLjφi+c.c.; of course this only has wavefunction renormalisation,
just as for the trilinear terms above.
An important point is that the supersoft operator also generates contributions to the
standard soft breaking terms via the self-coupling: from integrating out the auxiliary D-
field there are terms







D ≡ 2(m2D)ij . (1.8)
The two-loop renormalisation group equations (RGEs) for standard SUSY-breaking
terms were derived some time ago [37–40], and later the generic RGEs for non-standard soft
terms were calculated in the absence of singlets [41, 42]. They also found that restricting the
non-standard terms to only be generated from supersoft operators defined a renormalisation
group invariant trajectory, explained by the holomorphic nature of the supersoft operator.
This means that equations (1.5) and (1.8) are true at any renormalisation scale. The








where γij is the anomalous dimension of the adjoint superfield, and βg is the beta-function
for the gauge coupling. Thus in a theory with Dirac gaugino mass terms, the RGEs for
the standard soft terms can be found and evolved ignoring the Dirac gaugino mass, and
then at the scale of interest the shifts (1.8) can be applied to find the physical masses. In
a theory without gauge singlets, this is then enough to determine all of the RGEs in the
theory. However, when there are singlets — such as when there is a Dirac mass for the
Bino — the RGE for the tadpole is also required, which is a non-standard term so may
depend upon the Dirac gaugino mass, and not just via the above shifts. Considering that
the singlet superfield may couple to the Higgs via a term
W ⊃ λSSHu ·Hd (1.10)
it is clear that knowing the size of the singlet tapdole (indeed, ensuring that it is not too
large, since it is not protected by R symmetry for example) is vital in order to investigate
electroweak symmetry breaking and determine the Higgs mass. The main result of this
paper is to determine these RGEs to two-loop order.
In section 2 the result is presented, with an explanation of how the different terms






in a general renormalisable theory from the expressions given in [43–46], then specialising
to the softly broken supersymmetric case, transforming from MS to DR
′
. To do this the
rules given in [47] will be used, and augmented with a new rule for Dirac gaugino mass
terms. In section 3 and appendix B the RGEs are derived for a minimal Dirac gaugino
extension of the supersymmetric standard model with rather general couplings. In addition,
appendix A contains some discussion of the effect when the non-standard terms are not of
the supersoft type.
2 Tadpole RGEs
There are several ways to derive the RGEs for softly broken supersymmetric models: by
diagrams in component fields; by supergraphs; by RG invariance of the effective poten-
tial [41]; or by translating the results from a general renormalisable theory into the broken
supersymmetric case. This last approach is the one adopted here, although the one-loop
result was checked via the effective potential method.
2.1 Tadpole in non-supersymmetric theories
The first step in calculating the tadpole is to write down the expression in general non-
supersymmetric theories. This can be derived using spurions from the RGEs for the quartic
coupling in a general renormalisable theory given in [43–46]. Such a theory with real scalars















in addition to a gauge coupling g.




ef − 4κTr(Yam†fmfm†f )− 4κTr(Y †amfm†fmf ) (2.2)




Tr(Y †aY b + Y †bY a). (2.3)































where now C fg2 is the quadratic casimir of the gauge group for the representation carried















†f ) + 4m2efTr(Y
aY †emfY



















†eY am†fmf + Y
†emfY
†emfY








f ) + c.c. (2.5)
Here
Y2(F )ij ≡(Y †aY a)ij . (2.6)
2.2 Translating from MS to DR
′
To specialise the above expressions to the supersymmetric case, they must be transformed
to a complex basis (by summing repeated indices over both raised and lowered indices
alternately) and insert the SUSY couplings. These can be written as block diagonal ma-
trices, with the top row/left column corresponding to gauge indices, and bottom row/right







































9 2g2C2 + Y2
)
. (2.9)













The one-loop corrections from translating from MS to DR
′
only modify the fermionic


























{C2, Y †a }
Ya → 0. (2.11)
For general Yukawa couplings (not involving a singlet) there are additional contributions;
there is also a shift for general quartic couplings. However, they will not be relevant here.
For the Dirac gaugino mass, there is a similar transformation derived via the same
technique:
mDiA →mDiA + g
2
16pi2









Note that there is no difference for the scalar trilinear couplings rijk, r
k
ij between MS and
DR
′
, just as there is none for the couplings Aijk.
2.3 Result
The expressions can now be transformed to the SUSY basis and the shifts applied as
described in subsection 2.2 to the expressions for the non-SUSY tadpole RGEs in subsec-
tion 2.1 to obtain the RGEs for the tadpole in the theory described by equations (1.1), (1.2)
and (1.4). After a large amount of tedious algebra, the result for the tadpole beta-functions
can be simply written as
β
(i)
ta ≡X(i)S +X(i)ξ +X(i)D (2.14)
where i is the loop order, X
(i)
S is the tadpole beta-function involving only standard soft






+Aaef (Bef + YefgL
g) + Yefhµ













−AaefAeghY ghmµmf − Y aemµmfAeghAfgh − YefmµmaAfghYghnµne
− 4g2Aaef (C2)mf Mµme − 4g2Yefpµap(C2)ekMµkf + 8g2|M |2(C2)jkµjlY akl
− 4g2M(Bef + YefpLp)(C2)ejY ajf
− Y aem(Y2)km(m2)feµkf − 2Y ahmYmegY fgnµnh(m2)ef













− Y aemYmgh(Bef + YefkLk)Afgh. (2.16)
In the above, (γ(1))ab and (γ
(2))ab are the one- and two-loop chiral superfield anomalous































D Tr(Ym2(4g2C2 − Y2)) (2.18)
































2(S2 − 5C2(G))δfg . (2.19)
The new contributions can be explained as follows. Firstly, the presence of Xξ is simply
due to the renormalisation of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term. Since the FI term is absorbed as it
is generated by the running into the soft term and the tadpole (so ξ = 0), via equation (1.6),






2maYD ξY ) =
√
2maYD βξY . (2.20)
The result for the RGE of the FI term is then exactly as found in [48], without any additional












i − 2g2(C2)ji (2.21)






Secondly, theXD terms contain two terms mimicking B insertions — via equation (1.8)
— in the supergraph when they do not involve a gauge line, but not m2 insertions. The
additional term proportional to M(mD)
2 is new and could not be obtained from shifting a
standard term. Then the two-loop terms involve just wavefunction renormalisation of these.
Since the tree-level RGE for the tadpole only includes a gauge coupling via the FI




D include only one gauge coupling, and so
the interpretation of the above result for several gauge groups is straightforward; indeed
if there is more than one U(1) gauge group then kinetic mixing can be easily included
following the recipe of [49].
3 RGEs of a Dirac gaugino extension of the (N)MSSM
Here I present the full two-loop RGEs for a Dirac gaugino extension of the (N)MSSM. For
generality, both Dirac and Majorana masses are included, as are all of the phenomenologi-
cally interesting superpotential couplings involving the new adjoint superfields, even those
that break R-symmetry (this is motivated by generality and the possiblity of generating µ
and Bµ terms [21]). Hence the model encompasses those studied in e.g. [4, 5] and [13, 16, 21]
(the one-loop RGEs were presented in [16] without including Majorana gaugino masses).
The particle content of the model is just that of the MSSM extended by adjoint chiral







an SU(2) triplet, and
O a colour octet. The Dirac gaugino masses are denoted mD1,mD2,mD3 coupling the
respective singlet, triplet and octet fermions to the gauginos of the corresponding group,
with gauge couplings g1, g2, g3 and Majorana masses M1,M2,M3.
The superpotential of the model is:
W = YuuˆqˆHu − YddˆqˆHd − YeeˆlˆHd + µHu ·Hd







S3 +MT tr(TT) +MOtr(OO), (3.1)
the usual scalar soft terms are
−∆Lscalar softMSSM = [AuuˆqˆHu −AddˆqˆHd −AeeˆlˆHd + h.c.]
+m2Hu |Hu|2 +m2Hd |Hd|2 + [BµHu ·Hd + h.c.]
+ qˆi(m2q)
j
i qˆj + uˆ
i(m2u)
j
i uˆj + dˆ
i(m2d)
j
i dˆj + lˆ
i(m2l )
j




and there are soft terms involving the adjoint scalars





2 + h.c.) + 2m2T tr(T
†T ) + (BT tr(TT ) + h.c.)
+
[






†O) + (BOtr(OO) + h.c.) (3.3)






The most general renormalisable Lagrangian would include additional superpotential
interactions1




as well as the equivalent adjoint scalar A-terms. It would be straightforward to add these
(and indeed λST , λSO would contribute to the singlet tadpole) but they violate R-symmetry
(admittedly as do all the terms on the last line of equation (3.1)) and, more importantly,
are much less phenomenologically interesting than the other terms.
To determine the parameters of the model, the standard soft terms and Dirac gaugino
masses can be run according to the RGEs given below, and then at the scale of interest
determine the physical soft masses by applying the shifts
m2S →m2S + 2|mD1|2
B2S →B2S + 2m2D1 (3.5)
and similarly for mT , BT ,mO, BO.
The standard soft and supersymmetric RGEs, presented in appendix B, were calculated
by implementing the model in SARAH [50, 51] version 3.0.41.2 The RGEs for the Dirac
mass terms and tadpoles are presented below, using the results of the previous section and
the anomalous dimensions of the adjoint superfields.




























































































































− 70|λT |2 + 9g21
)]
1Note there are no terms tr(T), tr(O), tr(TTT) since these vanish by gauge invariance.
































The one-loop contribution to XS is given by
(4pi)2X
(1)




















The two-loop contribution is much longer and is given in the appendix, equation (B.76).











g1Tr(Ym2(4g2C2 − Y2)). (3.8)
σ1,1 and σ3,1 also appear in the scalar mass RGEs; the full expressions for these in this















































The conclusion is that for R-symmetric soft terms that obey Tr(Ym2) = 0 at some
scale (such as, for example, in gauge mediation with R-symmetric F-terms [10–12]), the new
Dirac gaugino mass-dependent contributions to the singlet tadpole will be safely negligible.
4 Conclusions
The set of two-loop RGEs for Dirac gaugino models is now complete, which opens up
the possibility of implementing them in spectrum generators (such as by an extension
of [50, 51]) and studying their precision phenomenology. Since Dirac mass terms only
appear in supersoft operators (in spontaneously broken supersymmetric theories) their
effect upon the RGEs is extremely mild. In particular, they remain on an RG invariant
trajectory with respect to the mass squared and B terms, but the result of this paper is that,
although they contribute new terms to the tadpole RGE, these are exhausted at one loop







As mentioned in the introduction, the tadpole RGE is particularly important for study-
ing the Higgs potential, and since the new Higgs couplings in Dirac gaugino models can
allow a natural increase in the Higgs mass — alleviating fine-tuning — it is now imperative
to study the Higgs sector of Dirac gaugino models including full loop corrections [52, 53].
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A General non-supersoft operators
This paper has focussed on the contribution of supersoft operators to the tadpole RGE,
but it is natural to ask what would happen if we included terms that do not fall under
this category; in particular, these could be present in the NMSSM. Let us suppose that we
include “hard” terms of the form




k + h.c. (A.1)













where η is a spurion, and since (allowing for the two from each Φ insertion and D
2
Dα from
the Wα) each vertex leads to six Dα, Dα˙ insertions we expect that quadratic divergences
will be generated at some order. This is easiest to see for any trilinear hard term coupling
to the singlet scalar, e.g. rSHu(H)Hu , where a tadpole loop (shown left in figure 1) gives a
divergence proportional to rSHu(H)HuΛ
2 (note that the would-be quadratic divergences from
supersoft terms cancel among themselves at one-loop order since in that case the total
divergence is proportional to Tr(Y)). However, more interesting terms, for example, are
those considered in the context of the MSSM in [41]:
L ⊃ −m9HdQU −m7HuQD −m5HuLE + h.c. (A.3)
Clearly the quadratic divergences do not appear at one-loop order, and by dimensional
anaysis we know that they can only appear in amplitudes with Yukawa and gauge couplings
(they appear in the effective action as ∝ r(H)Λ2,mD(H)Λ2). Simply by writing down
diagrams (see e.g. figure 1 right) we can establish that quadratic divergences can first














Figure 1. Two example tadpole graphs leading to quadratic divergences when the appropriate
hard breaking terms are present. Left: when a hard breaking term coupling directly to the singlet
scalar is present; right: for a term m7HuQD.
Finally, for the miA
D(H) terms, we might naively think that the quadratic divergences
first arrive at two loops, but it is straightforward to show that no non-vanishing oper-
ator can be written down at this order (e.g. gY Yaij(t
A)ikY
jklmD(H) lA = 0). However,





jlmmD(H)mA) although it is beyond the scope of this work to calculate
these divergent terms.
If, despite the presence of the quadratic divergences, we wanted to still write down the
RGEs for the tadpole term up to two-loop order, then it is straightforward to do this from
the non-supersymmetric expressions in section 2.1 and translate the couplings following
section 2.2 but adding the additional terms to hefg and mf . Of most interest would be
terms which do not lead to one-loop quadratic divergences, so haef = 0; if we added only
the terms in equation (A.3) then the one-loop tadpole RGE equation would obviously not
be changed at all, and only the terms βta ⊃ − g
2
2 haefheghhfgh−g2m2efλaeghhfgh would yield
new contributions at two loops. However, this actually comprises 24 new terms that must
be added, and so we neglect to present the full expressions here.
B Two-loop RGEs for SUSY and standard soft terms
In this appendix the RGEs for the standard soft terms in the model of section 3 are
presented. For brevity, the factors of (4pi)2 and (4pi)4 for one- and two-loop quantities shall
be dropped. All of the below were generated using SARAH [50, 51] version 3.0.41 and so
















































uYu − |λS |2Y †uYu
− 3|λT |2Y †uYu − 2Y †d YdY †d Yd − 2Y †uYuY †uYu (B.2)
+ Y †d Yd
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1− 2Y †e YeY †e Ye
+ Y †e Ye
(








































































































































































































































































































































































g411− 2Y ∗e Y Te Y ∗e Y Te
































































T =2|λT |2 − 4g22 (B.17)
γ
(2)
T = + 28g
4
















































+ 135g22 + 199g
2


















































































































































































































































































uYu − 3|λS |2YuY †uYu − 9|λT |2YuY †uYu



















































2|λT |2−2λS |κS |2λ∗S

































































d Yd + Yd
(





























uYu − |λS |2YdY †uYu − 3|λT |2YdY †uYu − 4YdY †d YdY †d Yd





















































2|λT |2 − 2λS |κS |2λ∗S






































































e Ye + Ye
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= − 4YeY †e YeY †e Ye + YeY †e Ye
(







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































70g42 − 30λ2Tλ∗,2T (B.48)
+ |λT |2
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uAu − 4|λS |2YuY †uAu





d Yd − |λS |2AuY †d Yd − 3|λT |2AuY †d Yd
+ 12g22AuY
†






− 2YuY †d YdY †uAu − 4YuY †dAdY †d Yd − 4YuY †dAdY †uYu − 6YuY †uYuY †uAu
























− 2λS |κS |2λ∗SAu − 3λ2Sλ∗,2S Au − 6λT |λS |2λ∗TAu − 15λ2Tλ∗,2T Au − 6λ∗SYuY †uYuAS


























































































































































































































































































































































− 8YdY †dAdY †d Yd − 2YdY †uYuY †dAd − 4YdY †uYuY †uAu − 4YdY †uAuY †d Yd


























− 2λS |κS |2λ∗SAd − 3λ2Sλ∗,2S Ad − 6λT |λS |2λ∗TAd − 15λ2Tλ∗,2T Ad











































































































































































































































































































































+ 12g22|λT |2Ae − 2λS |κS |2λ∗SAe − 3λ2Sλ∗,2S Ae − 6λT |λS |2λ∗TAe − 15λ2Tλ∗,2T Ae







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































− 12g21λS |M1|2µ∗−60g22λS |M2|2µ∗+120m2HdλS |λT |2µ∗+120m2HuλS |λT |2µ∗


























S tS+20λS |κS |2λ∗StS+10λ2Sλ∗,2S tS+30λT |λS |2λ∗T tS
+40LS |λS |2κ∗SAκ + 20M2Sκ∗,2S Aκ+80LSκSκ∗,2S Aκ











+ κS |AS |2 + λSA∗SAκ
)
− 6g21LSλ∗SAS
















− 6g21B∗µAS−30g22B∗µAS+40|λS |2B∗µAS+60|λT |2B∗µAS+60λTµ∗A∗TAS












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































g231|M3|2 − 6g221|M2|2 + 2m2HdY
†

















































































Y †d Yd − 4m2Hd |λS |2Y
†
d Yd − 2m2Hu |λS |2Y †d Yd
− 2m2S |λS |2Y †d Yd − 12m2Hd |λT |2Y
†
d Yd − 6m2Hu |λT |2Y †d Yd
− 6m2T |λT |2Y †d Yd − 2|AS |2Y †d Yd − 6|AT |2Y †d Yd − 2λSA∗SY †dAd







uYu − 2m2Hd |λS |2Y †uYu − 4m2Hu |λS |2Y †uYu































d Yd − 2Y †uAu + 4M1Y †uYu − Y †dAd
))





























d Yd − |λS |2m2qY †d Yd







uYu − |λS |2m2qY †uYu







dYd − 2|λS |2Y †dm2dYd







q − |λS |2Y †d Ydm2q







uYu − 2|λS |2Y †um2uYu







q − |λS |2Y †uYum2q




d Yd − 4Y †d YdA†dAd − 4Y †dAdA†dYd
− 8m2HuY †uYuY †uYu − 4Y †uYuA†uAu − 4Y †uAuA†uYu − 4A†dYdY †dAd
− 4A†dAdY †d Yd − 4A†uYuY †uAu − 4A†uAuY †uYu − 2m2qY †d YdY †d Yd
− 2m2qY †uYuY †uYu − 4Y †dm2dYdY †d Yd − 4Y †d Ydm2qY †d Yd − 4Y †d YdY †dm2dYd
− 2Y †d YdY †d Ydm2q − 4Y †um2uYuY †uYu − 4Y †uYum2qY †uYu − 4Y †uYuY †um2uYu
− 2Y †uYuY †uYum2q − 2λ∗SA†dYdAS − 2λ∗SA†uYuAS − 6λ∗TA†dYdAT












































































































































































































g211|M1|2 − 6g221|M2|2 + 2m2HdY †e Ye + 2A†eAe +m2l Y †e Ye + 2Y †em2eYe




























Y †e Ye − 4m2Hd |λS |2Y †e Ye
− 2m2Hu |λS |2Y †e Ye − 2m2S |λS |2Y †e Ye − 12m2Hd |λT |2Y †e Ye






























eAe − 2|λS |2A†eAe























− |λS |2Y †e Yem2l − 3|λT |2Y †e Yem2l − 8m2HdY †e YeY †e Ye − 4Y †e YeA†eAe
− 4Y †e AeA†eYe − 4A†eYeY †e Ae − 4A†eAeY †e Ye − 2m2l Y †e YeY †e Ye
− 4Y †em2eYeY †e Ye − 4Y †e Yem2l Y †e Ye − 4Y †e YeY †em2eYe − 2Y †e YeY †e Yem2l






































































































































g21|M1|2 − 6g22|M2|2 + 2m2Hd |λS |2 + 2m2Hu |λS |2
+ 2m2S |λS |2 + 6m2Hd |λT |2 + 6m2Hu |λT |2























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































g21 |M1|2−6g22 |M2|2+2m2Hd |λS |2+2m2Hu |λS |2+2m2S |λS |2+6m2Hd |λT |2+6m2Hu |λT |2



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+24g22 |M2|2YdY †d −8m2Hd |λS |2YdY †d −4m2Hu |λS |2YdY †d
−4m2S |λS |2YdY †d −24m2Hd |λT |2YdY †d −12m2Hu |λT |2YdY †d





















1−45AdY †d +90M1YdY †d
)












































d−2|λS |2YdY †dm2d−6|λT |2YdY †dm2d−8m2HdYdY †d YdY †d
−4YdY †dAdA†d−4m2HdYdY †uYuY †d −4m2HuYdY †uYuY †d
−4YdY †uAuA†d−4YdA†dAdY †d −4YdA†uAuY †d −4AdY †d YdA†d
−4AdY †uYuA†d−4AdA†dYdY †d −4AdA†uYuY †d −2m2dYdY †d YdY †d
−2m2dYdY †uYuY †d −4Ydm2qY †d YdY †d −4Ydm2qY †uYuY †d −4YdY †dm2dYdY †d




















































































































































































+24g22 |M2|2YuY †u−4m2Hd |λS |2YuY †u−8m2Hu |λS |2YuY †u
−4m2S |λS |2YuY †u−12m2Hd |λT |2YuY †u−24m2Hu |λT |2YuY †u












































































u−2|λS |2YuY †um2u−6|λT |2YuY †um2u
−4m2HdYuY †d YdY †u−4m2HuYuY †d YdY †u−4YuY †dAdA†u
−8m2HuYuY †uYuY †u−4YuY †uAuA†u−4YuA†dAdY †u−4YuA†uAuY †u
−4AuY †d YdA†u−4AuY †uYuA†u−4AuA†dYdY †u−4AuA†uYuY †u
−2m2uYuY †d YdY †u−2m2uYuY †uYuY †u−4Yum2qY †d YdY †u−4Yum2qY †uYuY †u
−4YuY †dm2dYdY †u−4YuY †d Ydm2qY †u−2YuY †d YdY †um2u























































































































































−30g22AeA†e+10|λS |2AeA†e+30|λT |2AeA†e+3g21m2eYeY †e
−15g22m2eYeY †e +5|λS |2m2eYeY †e +15|λT |2m2eYeY †e +6g21Yem2l Y †e
−30g22Yem2l Y †e +10|λS |2Yem2l Y †e +30|λT |2Yem2l Y †e +3g21YeY †em2e











































































































































































+30m2Hd |λT |2+15m2Hu |λT |2
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